Cheap & Easy Weight Loss …
That Works !!!

From This

To This

Tired of being overweight and need an affordable, proven way to take off the pounds?
Well, you've come to the right place. I needed to lose about 60 pounds and using this
program I lost 15 pounds the first week on my way to losing 60 pounds and all without
costly supplements or special foods or monthly fees or public weigh ins or the like. This
system uses proven methods of calorie counting with moderate exercise to achieve
amazing safe, fast results. This can be used my men or women to get great safe,
results; fast.
This plan uses a computerized calorie counting system to insure your
rapid results producing a realistic diet that you can keep.
This takes a no nonsense approach to setting your ideal weight and
losing the excess weight. We provide you with complete instructions in a
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10 page PDF file to show you how to use our custom Excel spreadsheet to track &
forecast your key numbers. You don't have to read a 300 page book to learn and use
this system. We also provide you with a method of tracking your glucose levels, if you
are diabetic, and projecting the all important A1C figure.
This system takes you through finding your real ideal weight (not some skin & bones
weight from the Height & Weight tables from the 1950's). I'm an exfootball player and if I got down to the weight they suggest I'd be a bean
pole. I'm 6'1" and the chart tells me that I should weigh 185. I would feel
great at 220. I started this plan when I was 280 and used it to quickly got
down to 220. This system can be customized to your food preferences in
a matter of a couple minutes. It calculates your ideal weight and tells you
how much you need to lose. It also tells you how many calories you need
to consume to reach this goal and how long it will take to achieve this goal weight. As I
mentioned, I use this system and it can be implemented and used for your meals in a
few seconds throughout the day.
Nationally there is an epidemic of Type Two Diabetes that is brought on
largely by people being overweight. This diabetic condition can lead to
heart attacks, stroke, poor vision, blindness, liver problems, poor
circulation in lower extremities which can lead to amputations. This is no
laughing matter and should be taken quite seriously. The weird part about
this disease is that it has few symptoms save excessive
thirst and wanting to drink water more than usual, rapid
weight loss, poor vision, fatigue and generally feeling run
down.
Diabetics and Pre-Diabetics should check their blood glucose levels
periodically to be sure it isn't running too high. The normal range is about
100 with increases to 130+- after a meal or other food or beverage
consumption. This normal range gives an A1C of 5 or 6. When a person is diabetic,
they can be treated by altering their diet and exercise routine, with diet, exercise & pills
or in more extreme cases with diet, exercise and insulin shots. Typically a doctor likes to
see their diabetic patients keep their A1C reading at 7 or below which is about 170 or
below on the glucose meter that tests a speck of blood. No one but your doctor could
give you this figure before.
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Let's Lose Weight!
This weight loss program uses no special pills or foods or drinks but uses the
most widely used method for weight loss; Calorie Counting.
We have computerized this method so that it is quick and easy to use and as
such people will actually use it and achieve great results.
There are two main programs 1) the Excel Spreadsheet and 2) a Calorie reference
book where you can find the calories in your favorite foods.
In addition to these two main items there are 22 additional PDF files on calorie
counting, burning calories through exercise and weight loss in general.
I developed this system because I was overweight and needed to lose weight and
control my glucose levels too. This program has been invaluable to allowing me
to accomplish both of these goals.
To succeed with calorie counting weight loss takes some time and this program
allows me and now you to quickly and easily stay on your goal diet and achieve
the results you desire.

Weight Loss Program Includes:
Our computer program is written in Excel & does all the math for you. All you do is plug
in a few numbers and it tells you:
Calculates your BMI or Body Mass Index telling you where you fall from slim to
very obese
Calculates your current average daily calorie consumption
Calculates your ideal weight and how many pounds you need to lose
Calculates how many calories you should eat daily to reach your goal weight
Calculates how many calories for each meal & snacks to reach your goal
weight
On screen calculators to add, subtract, multiply, divide, do powers or roots to
crunch your numbers
Calculates the time it will take to reach your goal weight
Calculates how many calories you burn with 16 popular exercise activities
Computer sheets to plan your meals to reach your goals
Computer tells you how many calories you have left after each meal to stay on
your goal
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Computer sheets to track your daily calorie intake, exercise & weight
17 PDF Publications about weight loss, calorie counting etc.
Handy Calorie Counting PDF to look up calories for various foods to store in our
program
Diabetic Concerns: For those concerned with glucose or sugar readings:
Compute & Track your High, Low, Median & Average Glucose Meter readings
Calculates and Tracks your A1C estimates Daily & Monthly
Calculate your A1C from your known Meter Reading (Nobody Offers This but US)
Calculate your Meter Reading from your known A1C
Our Weight Loss System gives you all 33 items above and our system is easy to set
up and easy to use on your computer or your smart phone; losing weight couldn't be
easier.
You can set this system up to your personal eating preferences in a few minutes and
they it only takes seconds to enter meal information to monitor your progress…
Yes, it’s that easy!

No Special Foods or Drinks or Pills
No Monthly Fees or Meetings
This Program is Cheap & It Works !

Contact: Tom Stewart
(866) 935-3100
Ts6947@ymail.com
www.RealHomeBusinesses.com/weightloss.htm
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